Layflat Hose Handling Solutions
Rapid Dewatering
Equipment
 Designed for large diameter/long
lengths
 Suitable for mine dewatering &
industrial applications
 Connect multiple lengths of hose
efficiently
 Easy-to-move and transport
 Customised systems can be
developed
 Safe and reliable

Ideal for:





Emergency dewatering
Plug-and-play pumping systems
Low manpower sites
Low environmental impact

Hose Reel/Spool

The Crusader Hose Engineering Department is at the forefront of designing
and fabricating reel systems for layflat hose. Long lengths of hose can be
deployed rapidly when needed, then compactly rolled up and stored for
future use. Reel systems are also ideal in emergency situations.
Three basic reel system types to suit most pumping applications are available
with customisation options.

Hamersley Reel - interchangeable spools

makes it quick and easy-to-handle multiple
lengths of hose. Storage is compact with these
upright reels; can take up to 200m lengths.
YouTube video link: https://youtu.be/ohS2z0_O-nY

Timor Reel - wide spool which can be fixed

or interchangeable. Storage is compact with
these wide reels; can take multiple lengths
with couplings up to 1000m.
YouTube video link: https://youtu.be/njvi2NMNIKM

Mobile Hose Crate - compact cube ≈ 1m3

can take 2-3 lengths of hose up to 75m long
inside a steel crate. The crate is modular
and can be stacked for storage or transport.

Think efficiency. Use our reel system with Waterlord® layflat hose to
pump long distances up high walls inside a mine. Ease of handling. No
welding. No environmental damage.
*Hose not included

Proudly manufactured in Australia by Crusader Hose, we have complete reel
systems of 4000m of 12” hose, which can fit onto one truck trailer.
Our reel systems typically depend on an external drive unit such as an
excavator. Customised self- powered systems are also available.
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